
You decide how you want your van to be delivered
when you order from Kleyn Vans
Each Kleyn Vans vehicle comes supplied with our TÜV certifi ed 
inspection. This means we visually check and test drive every 
single vehicle, also on the motorway. You will always be able to 
access all relevant reports on our website. Every vehicle will have 
the Basic delivery package without any additional costs, which this 
inspection forms part of.

If we subsequently assess the vehicle with 3 or more stars as a 
result of this inspection, you can then opt for the Standard delivery 
package The vehicle will then undergo an MOT test and will be 
serviced before delivery.

You can opt for extra reassurance with our Safe delivery package. 
This means the vehicle will be supplied with an extensive guarantee, 
providing you with access to the services of many local garages.

Our Class delivery package will provide you with all of the above, 
plus an additional guarantee of being able to exchange the vehicle if 
you happen to change your mind. The vehicle will also be delivered 
with a full tank of fuel and you will be entitled to free and suitable 
replacement transport at our workshop for life.

The advantages of Real Garant Elite cover - 
from the Safe package 
  Repair at an authorised garage near you
  Quick answers via the Real Garant service desk
  Valid for vehicles up to 8 years old, taxi 
  and couriers/transport vehicles are excluded
  Cover in accordance with extensive Elite conditions
  Reimbursement for parts:
  - Odometer to: 100.000km - 100%
  - Odometer to: 120.000km - 80%
  - Odometer to: 140.000km - 60%
  - Odometer from: 140.000km - 40%

CHOOSE YOUR
DELIVERY PACKAGE

Basic Standard Safe Class
MOST POPULAR  | Up to 180.000 km Up to 180.000 km

TÜV Check � � � �

Service - � �
� replacement transport when 

repairs are carried out in our garage

MOT - � � �

Fuel - 20 litres of fuel 20 litres of fuel Full tank

Guarantee - - Real Garant 3 month* 
Elite cover

Real Garant 3 month* Elite cover 
+ exchange guarantee

Wash & Polish - Wash Wash Wash & Polish

Delivery Immediate 5 working days 5-7 working days 7 working days

Name � � � �

Standard € 0,- € 595,- € 795,- € 1095,-

*With 1 year guarantee - - € 1095,- € 1395,-

*With 2 year guarantee - - € 1445,- € 1745,-

�

Unique:
You have the option of extending the standard 3 month guarantee 
to 1 or even 2 years with both the Safe and Class delivery packages! 
You will need to choose this at the start.



TÜV Nord Occasion Check
A thorough inspection based on 20 important points, including the 
power train, tyres and cab. This has all been recorded in detail and in 
accordance with TÜV Nord’s inspection rules. Each vehicle is checked 
on these points and subjected to a test drive, including the motorway. 

MOT
The MOT (Ministry of Transport test car inspection) is a legally 
required inspection in Europe to promote road safety and protect the 
environment. The MOT is a snapshot in time. This inspection does not 
guarantee that your vehicle will remain safe for the rest of the year 
and that you will not need maintenance for a year. Regular vehicle 
inspections and services therefore remain important. The MOT does 
not replace a service. That’s why we combine the MOT and services
in our delivery packages. 

Service
If you opt for a service, the vehicle will always be checked in our 
workshop for the following points, so your new van can safely hit the 
road for the fi rst year or the fi rst 20,0000 km (whichever comes fi rst). 

Oil and oil fi lter
Air fi lter check, clean and replacement if necessary
Full AdBlue if applicable

We will also examine each vehicle’s age, mileage and factory 
regulations to ascertain which additional work is required to bring the 
vehicle up to an appropriate maintenance level. These activities will 
therefore only be carried out where necessary. 
  
Guarantee
We sell used vehicles. Future faults or defects are not (always) 
revealed during a visual inspection, test drive, service and MOT. You 
can opt for an additional guarantee* with the Safe or Class delivery 
package in order to get more certainty. You will need to pay extra for 
this. Our vehicles are supplied without a guarantee with the Basic 
or Standard delivery package. You will bear the risk of any faults or 
defects yourself.  

*Carefully read through the guarantee conditions. Not everything is 
covered in the guarantee conditions.

Exchange guarantee with the Class package - The vehicle can be changed in the fi rst month 
(up to a maximum of 2,500 km) if it’s not to your liking! 

Coverage
The coverage area covers the whole of Europe.

Replacement transport
Replacement transport does not form part of the conditions.

Validity
Valid for the engine, gearbox, power train, transmission, steering, 
brakes, fuel system, electrical system, cooling system, air conditioning, 
electrical comfort accessories, exhaust and safety systems, except for 
wearing parts.

Reimbursement scale
- 100% Reimbursement of wages 
- Reimbursement of parts
 - Odometer to: 100.000km - 100%
 - Odometer to: 120.000km - 80%
 - Odometer to: 140.000km - 60%
 - Odometer from: 140.000km - 40%
- The manufacturer’s installation guidelines
 are always observed.

EXPLANATION OF
DELIVERY PACKAGES

ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS REGARDING 
THE REAL GARANT ELITE COVER

Patrick van Schaik 
Delivery Manager

Siebe van Dijk 
Delivery

Linda Gijtenbeek
Delivery

Our delivery department will contact you to arrange delivery of your vehicle.


